The ShapeShift DAO was at EthDenver in March this year! EthDenver is a flagship blockchain conference dedicated to the year of Ethereum in 2022. This year, EthDenver featured a call to action for blockchain projects to bring about a positive impact on the world through blockchain technology.

The event empowers participants to shape this next era of innovation while engaging with some of the most laudable minds in the world while cementing the thereum and blockchain innovation.

Why Code at a DAO?

The ShapeShift DAO leads the way in bringing together some of the most laudable minds in the world while cementing the future of decentralized finance.

One of the first partnerships was with Top Drawer Merch to power their DAO merchandise worldwide and will fulfill orders for four and a half months while at the same time aggressively increasing demand.

The ShapeShift DAO has approved the continuation of Top Drawer Merch.

Through the partnership, they assume the responsibility of handling of the creation and distribution of products, making sure they are of high quality and secure checks and quality you could contribute.

Why Code at a DAO?

The ShapeShift DAO has a built-in affiliate program and targets crypto or fiat.

The DAO is now accepting the benefit of a professionally managed team. Grant in addition to the 10% bonus for SDC at the end of each quarter.

The ShapeShift DAO remains unique in its focus on the viable crypto projects such as a DAO and launched the official FOX reactor activated!

Stake FOX to earn $TOKER

Follow us on Twitter for updates and thoroughness of a DAO.

The ShapeShift DAO has an experiment for people of all skill levels. It will allow you to work with open-source v2 web app protocols and applications on the File Labs and the community coming together.

Read more...

The event showcases participants to shape this next era of innovation while engaging with some of the most laudable minds in the world while cementing the future of Ethereum and blockchain innovation.